
SemblyLab

“The Biggest barrier to innovation in 
any lab is performing tasks manually 

and recoding experiment data on 
paper / lab notebooks.”

A total Laboratory management solution

A project management system for Inventory 
and Standard Operational Procedures



System for procedural workflows, 
inventory and task management.SemblyLab

LabSembly Lab Management Software manages your laboratory, data and 
procedural workflows, to deliver increased compliance and productivity across 
your business. We have tailored specific user roles to further refine your Lab 
processes and ultimately improve efficiency.

Automates record keeping 

Substantially reduces paperwork

Quality assurance

Enable workflow automation

Reduce human error 

Reporting

LabSembly laboratory specific cloud based management solution, can automate workflows, effectively 
manage procedures, inventory and all associated lab data. LabSembly also makes data and information easier 
to store, track, and assess over time and across experiments; This easy-to-use tool ultimately helps the lab 
manage their process and improve operational efficiency.

Designed for the User.

Task management tool.

SOP - management & recording

Inventory linked to SOP’s

Software intuitively designed with the user in mind - ease of use, minimal training required.

Easily manage and assign tasks to improve workflow and save time and resources.

Complete, detailed, step-by-step instructions for each method. Automatically recorded.

Full inventory manager linked  to SOP’s - automated alerts on low stock.
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Dashboard

SOP’s Inventory Settings Contact

Login

SemblyLab

Dashboard

Inventory

Reporting Dashboard

Tasks overview


Stock Levels

Conduct SOP’s

View full inventory

View low stock levels


Alert on low stock

View all tasks

Active, assigned & 
complete

Task history & overview

SOP’s

Step by step SOP’s

Detailed

Recorded Online

Task manager

The user based role is specifically for lab assistants and analysts that will be conducting their research in a lab. 
A fully comprehensive user dashboard specific to the users profile - providing feedback on all experiments 
conducted. User roles are assigned tasks by admin / lab managers and are encouraged to complete them as 
per the deadline, reducing unnecessary paperwork and improving efficiency.

SemblyLab User Role.
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Dashboard

Tasks StaffInventory SettingsSuppliers Contact

Login

SemblyLab

The Admin based role is designed exclusively for the lab manager - providing access to features to run a lab in 
the most efficient means possible. An admin role can - assign tasks / experiments, view and edit inventory, 
suppliers and staff. It is all done from the admin area and is extremely easy to use and manage.  

“The Biggest barrier to innovation 
to any lab is performing tasks 
manually and recoding experiment 
data on paper / lab notebooks.”

Admin Role.

SemblyLab

SOP’s
Assign SOP’s 

Active, assigned & completed

SOP Database

Time & User stamped

Task manager
View & assign tasks

Active, assigned & complete

Task history & overview

Task Manager

Staff Manager
View all staff

Overview of current activities

Dashboard
Overview


Tasks Manager

Stock Manager


Revenue History

Inventory
View full inventory


Add / Remove stock

Alerts on low stock


Inventory Manager

Suppliers
Full supplier list


Manage Suppliers
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Why Us.SemblyLab

Why LabSembly? LabSembly’s Enterprise platform promotes success - comprised of user and admin 
roles to manage inventory, SOP’s, suppliers and more to improve lab processes while functioning as 
an integrated single solution. We believe we provide the best solution to current requirements which 
allows the software to be readily adapted to your business needs. Our unique software enhancement 
program provides continuous added value in the form of new product features and functional 
modules. 



Our product has been designed with the user in mind and provides a simple and easy to use 
application. LabSembly supports regulatory compliance yet remains flexible to accommodate new 
technologies and workflows. It scales and integrates with your laboratory’s ecosystem and automates 
routine tasks.

Let’s Talk...
What is LabSembly?
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SemblyLab

Compliance

Cost Effective

Reduce Paperwork

Increase Productivity

Customer SATISFACTION

Customisable

Current & Secure

Accuracy

Stock Management

Time Saving

Supports compliance with 
eSignature, audit trails and 

privacy and security controls.

Reduce time by completing 
SOP’s in real time.

Promotes accuracy, quality and 
compliance with automation.

Improve turn around times to 
conduct services.

Eases IT burden, quick implementation, 
and rigorous security practices. Flexibility 

to accommodate new requirements.

Enables thorough customization 
to your laboratory environment.

Never run out of stock with 
automatic alerts on low stock.



Minimises manual data and the 
number of printed documents.

Affordable solution to save both 
time and money and ensure best 

use of resources.

LabSembly is a new and unique approach to running your laboratory and 
processes in the most efficient and cost effective manner. Our platform 
is easy to use and maintains a current and considered approach to lab 
and inventory management allowing you to focus time and attention on 
what matters. 

Increased productivity and higher 
throughputs means faster response 
to customer requests.


